
 

 

Corporate governance report for the 2018 financial year including the corporate governance 
declaration pursuant to Sections 289 f, 315b HGB for Biofrontera AG and the Group 

 

I .  D isc losure pursuant  to Sect ions 289 a (2)  subsect ion 1 ,  315 d HGB (corporate 

governance dec larat ion)  

 

The Management and Supervisory boards issued the following compliance statement in December 
2018: 

 

Statement by the Management and Supervisory boards of Biofrontera AG (the company) 

concerning the German Corporate Governance Code, pursuant to Section 161 of the German 

Stock Corporation Act (AktG)  

Pursuant to Section 161 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG), the Management and Supervisory 

boards of Biofrontera AG are obligated to state each year that the recommendations of the "Government 

Commission on the German Corporate Governance Code" ("Code"), as published by the Federal 

Ministry of Justice in the official section of the electronic Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger), have been 

and are being complied with, or which recommendations were not or are not being adhered to and why 

such is the case ("compliance statement"). The compliance statement must be made permanently 

accessible to the shareholders. The Management and Supervisory boards hereby issue the following 

compliance statement: 

Since the submission of its annual compliance statement in December 2017 as well as its amendment 

during the year in April 2018, Biofrontera AG has complied with the recommendations of the Code in 

the version specified therein taking into account the exceptions therein stated, and will comply with the 

version dated 7 February 2017, with the following exceptions: 

 

Deductibles in respect of the D&O insurance (No. 3.8 subsection 3) 

The company has taken out D&O insurance cover, which provides no deductible for Supervisory Board 

members. In the company's view, such a deductible is not required to ensure the Supervisory Board 

members' motivation and sense of responsibility. A deductible would, however, probably undermine the 

company's aspirations to attract outstanding people from Germany and abroad to serve on its 

Supervisory Board. The Supervisory Board has consequently been expressly exempted from the new 

provisions regarding the deductible in the German Act regarding the Appropriateness of Management 

Board Remuneration (VorstAG) (Section 116 AktG). 

 

General limit to be specified for the term of office on the Supervisory Board (No. 5.4.1) 

As part of its diversity goals, the Supervisory Board should specify a general limit for the term of office 

on the Supervisory Board. In the company's case, however, specifying a general limit for the term of 

office is not considered to be appropriate from the current perspective. This is because, in the 

Supervisory Board's opinion, it is not possible to abstractly determine a length of time that could usefully 

be specified as a general maximum limit for the term of office. Instead, each case should be assessed 

individually as to whether the existing length of membership on the Supervisory Board might conflict 

with proper and impartial fulfilment of the mandate.  

 



 

 

Structure of remuneration for the Supervisory Board (No. 5.4.6) 

The amount of the remuneration of the members of the Supervisory Board is regulated in the Articles of 

Association. The Chairman receives twice and the Deputy Chairman one and a half times the 

remuneration to be paid to an ordinary member. The company does not take committee membership 

into consideration when remunerating the Supervisory Board members. Given the close coordination in 

the six-member Supervisory Board, a differentiation of the Supervisory Board remuneration according 

to committee membership is not required at present, especially as the members generally have around 

the same workloads resulting from membership of the various committees.  

 

Reporting (No. 7.1.2) 

Financial reports, half-yearly reports and interim reports are published within the statutory periods.  

 

 

 



 

 

I I .   Addi t ional  disc losures pursuant to Sect ions 289 f ,  315 d HGB (corporate 
governance report)  

Biofrontera AG (hereinafter also referred to as "the company") is a public limited company under German 

law. The Management and Supervisory boards manage the company, and these boards work together 

for the company's benefit. The Management and Supervisory boards of Biofrontera AG are aware of 

their responsibilities to the company's shareholders, employees and business partners, as well as the 

public. Corporate governance refers to the responsible management and supervision of companies, with 

a focus on long-term value creation. The Supervisory and Management boards continuously review and 

develop corporate governance within the company to ensure good and responsible corporate 

management and to provide transparency for shareholders. For this reason, Biofrontera AG therefore 

considers its almost complete application of the recommendations and suggestions of the "German 

Corporate Governance Code" (hereinafter also referred to as the "Code") as an important component 

of responsible corporate management. 

Pursuant to No. 3.10 of the Code, the Management and Supervisory boards are to report annually on 

the company's corporate governance (corporate governance report), and publish this report together 

with the corporate governance declaration. This report must also include explanations of any areas of 

non-compliance with the Code's recommendations. The other contents of the corporate governance 

report are as follows: No. 5.4.1: Diversity, the Supervisory Board's aims in terms of its composition, and 

its progress in achieving these aims, must be published in the corporate governance report. No. 7.1.3: 

The corporate governance report must include specific statements concerning share option 

programmes and similar securities-based incentive schemes provided by the company, if these 

statements have not already been made in the separate annual financial statements, the consolidated 

financial statements or the remuneration report. 

The corporate governance declaration is to include (i) the compliance statement, (ii) relevant disclosures 

about the corporate governance practices, and (iii) a description of the working methodology of the 

Management and Supervisory boards as well as the composition and working methodology of their 

committees, as well as (iv) the targets set pursuant to Section 76 (4) and Section 111 (5) of the German 

Stock Corporation Act (AktG) (targets for the proportion of women) and stating whether the targets that 

were set were reached during the reference period, and if not, the related reasons. Furthermore, 

pursuant to (v), the corporate governance declaration is to include a description of the diversity concept 

pursued in relation to the composition of the body entitled to representation, which is the management 

board,  and of the Supervisory Board concerning aspects such as age, gender, educational background 

and professional background, as well as the targets of this diversity concept, the type and manner of its 

implementation, and the results achieved in the financial year under review. 

 

About  the company's  management s tructure  

Biofrontera AG is subject to the provisions of German law on public stock corporations and the capital 

market, as well as the provisions of the company's bylaws and rules of business procedure for the 

Management and Supervisory boards. With these two bodies, the Management and Supervisory boards, 

the company has a dual executive and supervisory structure. The Management and Supervisory boards 

are obligated to act in the interests of the shareholders and for the company's benefit. The company's 

third body is the general meeting of shareholders. 

  



 

 

About  the company's  corporate governance pract ices  

The values enshrined in the statutory regulations and in the internal guidelines and organisational 

instructions lie at the heart of the management culture for the company and its subsidiaries. Sector-

specific certification and quality requirements are of particular importance in the manufacture and sale 

of pharmacological products, and compliance with them requires considerable effort. .  

In addition, a common understanding exists among management and employees concerning the need 

to link sustainable growth with commercial success and, at the same time, create benefits for society by 

providing effective and tolerable pharmacological products.  

To achieve this goal, all employees should be aware of their contribution to corporate performance and 

to value creation, and should be willing and able to assume responsibility for achieving the related 

results.  

To act autonomously and on their own initiative, employees must first know about and understand the 

company's direction and strategic orientation. For this reason, the company management provides its 

employees with regular updates about corporate objectives, the current business progress, the market 

environment and the competitive environment. Moreover, clearly defined company structures, areas of 

responsibility and processes form an important foundation to ensure efficient corporate governance and 

processes. When combined with well-defined and continuously optimised underlying processes, such a 

structure makes it possible to align management processes with the company's objectives and regularly 

monitor the company's progress in achieving its objectives. 

In this respect, the motivation and appreciation of the company's employees is particularly important as 

employees will only show exceptional dedication and achieve high productivity and efficiency if they 

have a positive attitude towards their working environment and they identify strongly with the company 

and its objectives. For this reason, the company promotes a good balance between the high 

performance expected of highly qualified, focused employees in a dynamic market, and the necessities 

and demands of a personal life. Due to its international orientation, it is essential to take appropriate 

account of the special aspects of the individual markets, i.e. the respective framework conditions, 

cultural influences and expectations, while at the same time maintaining the necessary homogeneity 

within the Biofrontera Group as a whole. 

 

Compliance 

The Biofrontera Group's entrepreneurial activities must comply with the legislation of the various 

countries where it operates. The Biofrontera Group performs its business activities responsibly and in 

compliance with the statutory provisions and regulations of the countries where it is active. This is 

particularly the case given the growing sales and marketing activities in foreign markets, including the 

USA, especially as pharmaceutical sales make special demands in terms of the related participants' 

integrity. Particularly in this environment, offences can entail serious disadvantages.  

For this reason, the Biofrontera Group expects its employees to perform their daily work in a legally and 

ethically impeccable manner, as developers and manufacturers of pharmacological products must act 

with the utmost integrity to justify the trust of their partners and especially that of the patients treated 

with their products.  

In training courses involving the compliance officer, employees are familiarised with relevant codes of 

conduct and legal and regulatory requirements. Key elements of the compliance applied at the 

Biofrontera Group include compliance with antitrust rules, integrity in business transactions, a 

commitment to product stewardship and sustainability, adherence to the company's quality management 

system, and the avoidance and/or proper handling of conflicts of interest. Our employees have the 

possibility, and are required – including on a protected basis if requested – to provide information about 

any legal offences within the Biofrontera AG Group companies. 



 

 

Details are set out in a Code of Conduct under the title "Behaviour in Business: Integrity, Innovation, 

Respect and Responsibility", which all staff and directors are required to comply with. 

In February 2018, we successfully went public on the US stock exchange Nasdaq, where so-called 

American Depositary Shares (ADS) were listed. Each ADS represents two Biofrontera AG shares. As a 

result of the US stock exchange listing, we are obliged to comply with the requirements of the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act of 2002 to the extent required. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act regulates various aspects of corporate 

governance and compliance of publicly traded companies. In our annual report according to American 

regulations, 20-F, the Management Board must make a statement on the implementation and 

effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting. We conducted our own review of the 

effectiveness of these controls and issued a statement to that effect.  

Against the background of the stock exchange listings of Biofrontera AG shares and ADSs, securing 

market integrity is an essential part of our compliance structure. This includes processes for the group-

wide recognition of insider information and for its legally compliant handling, as well as the education of 

our employees about their duties and obligations in this context. 

 

Sustainability  

We strive for sustainable corporate development. We therefore regularly review our environmental and 

social governance (ESG) positioning. Our main product, Ameluz®, is manufactured to order in 

Switzerland. The main components, in particular the active ingredient used, originate from production in 

the EU. As a supplier of pharmacological products, we, like our manufacturing partners, are subject to 

a large number of strict regulations and requirements, which also include environmental regulations. We 

therefore engage with manufacturers and suppliers who are themselves committed to high ESG 

standards. Offices of the Biofrontera AG Group are all located in countries of the EU or in the USA. In 

this respect, the corresponding environmental protection and employment standards apply at all sites. 

The equal treatment of our employees regardless of their origin, gender, religion or ideology, disability, 

age or sexual orientation corresponds to our corporate culture.  

 

Management and Supervisory boards'  work ing methodology  

 

Management Board 

The Management Board represents the company externally and manages it in accordance with the law, 

the company's bylaws and the rules of business procedure for the Management Board.  

 

The Management Board ensures that appropriate risk management is implemented within the company 

and that risk monitoring is performed, thereby aiming to identify going concern risks to the company at 

an early stage. The Management Board defines the company's strategic orientation, adjusts the latter 

in consultation with the Supervisory Board and ensures it is implemented. The Management Board must 

ensure compliance with statutory regulations and the company's internal guidelines, and endeavours to 

ensure the Group companies comply with them.  

 

The Management Board of Biofrontera AG currently comprises three members: the Management Board 

Chairman (Chief Executive Officer/CEO), the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the Chief Sales & 

Marketing Officer (CCO). The Management Board members bear joint responsibility for the entire 

management of the company. Notwithstanding the overall responsibility borne jointly by of all of the 

Management Board members, the individual members are individually responsible for the areas 



 

 

allocated to them as part of Management Board resolutions. 

The Supervisory Board has issued rules of business procedure for the Management Board. Accordingly, 

the Management Board in its entirety makes decisions concerning matters of fundamental importance 

as well as in other cases that are either stipulated in the rules of business procedure or are determined 

by law. The Management Board passes resolutions with a simple majority of votes submitted, unless 

the law, the company's bylaws or the rules of business procedure require unanimity. The Management 

Board Chair has the deciding vote given an equal outcome of votes. Pursuant to the rules of business 

procedure for the Management Board, measures implemented and transactions performed by the 

Management Board that are of fundamental significance require Supervisory Board approval.  

 

Supervisory Board 

The Supervisory Board appoints the members of the Management Board, consults with the 

Management Board in the management of the company, and supervises its general management 

activities. According to the Articles of Association, the Supervisory Board of Biofrontera AG comprises 

six members elected by the annual general meeting of shareholders. The Supervisory Board currently 

has five members (see also below under the heading "Targets for the composition of the Supervisory 

Board"), none of whom was previously a member of the company's Management Board. The 

Supervisory Board is required to elect one Chairperson and at least one Deputy Chairperson. The 

Supervisory Board Chair organises the board's work and convenes meetings and chairs them. The 

Supervisory Board Chair is also the point of contact for the Management Board, especially also in 

reporting concerning important matters. The Supervisory Board has established its own rules of 

business procedure.  

 

Annual General Meeting 

Shareholders exercise their rights at the general meeting of shareholders. In particular, at this meeting 

they exercise their voting rights. The ordinary Annual General Meeting (AGM) is held annually during 

the first eight months of each financial year. The agenda for the AGM, including the reports and 

documents required for the AGM, are published on the company's website. To make it easier for its 

shareholders to exercise their rights personally, the company provides access to a proxy bound by their 

voting instructions for AGMs. In the convening document for the AGM and in communications to the 

shareholders, it is explained how voting instructions can be issued prior to the AGM.  

The AGM approves the discharge of the Management and Supervisory boards. It decides concerning 

the application of the unappropriated net profit and the election of the auditor. The remit of the AGM also 

includes decisions concerning capital measures and the approval of corporate contracts, as well as 

concerning amendments to the company's bylaws. 

The AGM of the listed company may also resolve on the approval of the system for the remuneration of 

the members of the Management Board in accordance with the currently applicable version of Section 

120 (4) AktG. The draft act implementing the Second Shareholders' Rights Directive (ARUG II) provides 

for comprehensive changes to the so-called "say-on-pay" resolution. These changes are to come into 

effect in 2019. For this reason, a proposal on say-on-pay based on the new statutory provisions is to be 

submitted to the Annual General Meeting in 2020. However, no resolution proposal by the management 

is to be made in this regard at the Annual General Meeting in 2019, as this issue would have to be dealt 

with again in 2020 after the planned new statutory regulation comes into effect.  

 

 



 

 

Supervisory Board committees  

The Supervisory Board currently has a Personnel Committee, an Audit Committee and a Nomination 

Committee. The report by the Supervisory Board provides more detail about the committees' 

membership. 

The Personnel Committee prepares decisions for the Supervisory Board regarding the appointment and 

dismissal of Management Board members. Unlike in the past, the plenum is now assigned responsibility 

for remuneration decisions, as a result of changes in the German Act regarding the Appropriateness of 

Management Board Remuneration (VorstAG), so the Personnel Committee now only performs 

preparatory work. The Supervisory Board has amended its rules of business procedure accordingly. In 

addition, it advises on long-term succession planning for the Management Board. 

The Audit Committee focuses in particular on issues relating to accounting and risk management, the 

auditor's mandatory independence and the issuing of the audit mandate to the auditor, as well as the 

overseeing of the audit of the company's separate annual financial statements. In the case of companies 

as defined in Section 264d of the German Commercial Code (HGB), in other words including Biofrontera 

AG, the Supervisory Board's nomination for the selection of the auditor must be based on the Audit 

Committee's recommendation. Furthermore, at companies as defined in Section 264d of the German 

Commercial Code (HGB), at least one member of the Supervisory Board must possess expertise in the 

financial accounting or auditing areas and be a member of the Audit Committee. 

The Nomination Committee proposes suitable candidates to the Supervisory Board for its nominations 

to the Shareholders' General Meeting. Here, the Nomination Committee considers the balance and 

variety of knowledge, skills and experience of all the Supervisory Board members, and prepares 

candidate profiles. The Nomination Committee is also to make proposals to the Supervisory Board 

concerning, and communicate results from, a regular assessment of the knowledge, capabilities and 

experience of both the members individually as well as the Supervisory Board in its entirety. In the 

course of performing its duties, the Nomination Committee can draw on company resources deemed 

appropriate and also on external consultants within the necessary framework. 

 

 

Targets for  the composit ion of  the Supervisory and Management boards (d ivers ity)  

Targets for the composition of the Supervisory Board 

Pursuant to No. 5.4.1 of the Code, the Supervisory Board must be composed in such a way that, overall, 

its members have the necessary knowledge, skills and professional experience to perform their tasks 

properly. The Supervisory Board is required to issue specific targets for its composition and develop a 

competency profile for the plenary board. For its composition, and in the context of its company-specific 

situation, it should take into appropriate consideration the company's international activities, potential 

conflicts of interest, the number of independent Supervisory Board members in the meaning of section 

5.4.2 of the Code, an age limit to be determined for the Supervisory Board members and a normal limit 

to be determined for the duration of membership of the Supervisory Board, as well as diversity. Diversity 

in this context comprises various aspects such as age, gender, origin as well as educational and 

professional background. 

Pursuant to No. 5.4.2 of the Code, the Supervisory Board should include what it considers to be an 

appropriate proportion of independent members. In the context of this recommendation, Supervisory 

Board members cannot be regarded as independent if they have a personal or commercial relationship 

with the company, its boards, a controlling shareholder or a company affiliated to the latter, which may 

be deemed to represent a significant and not merely temporary conflict of interest. The Supervisory 

Board should not include more than two former Management Board members. Supervisory Board 

members should not have any roles within the organs of, or as consultants for, any of the company's 



 

 

major competitors. 

The Supervisory Board concurs with the contents of the Code with regard to the fact that, in addition to 

a balance of professional qualifications, diversity should also be taken into consideration: the 

composition of the Supervisory Board should always be suitably international, and there should always 

be a suitable proportion of women represented on the Supervisory Board. In this context, "diversity" is 

to be understood in terms of international origin, education, training or professional activity, rather than 

in terms of citizenship, gender and age. 

This means that the composition of the Supervisory Board should take proper account of the diversity 

that is to be found within an open, innovative and by now exceedingly strongly international company 

like Biofrontera AG. This has particular relevance for Biofrontera AG in terms of it being a 

biopharmaceutical company as well as, of course, with regard to the fields of research, development, 

manufacture and sales of medical cosmetics and new drugs for the care and treatment of skin and 

inflammatory diseases. 

However, this also means that nobody should be excluded from being a candidate for the Supervisory 

Board or should be proposed as a candidate for the Supervisory Board solely because he or she has or 

does not have a particular attribute. In this regard, women are to be given preference to a reasonable 

extent in the event of candidates having the same qualifications and suitability. 

For companies as defined in Section 264d of the German Commercial Code, which includes Biofrontera 

AG, at least one independent member of the Supervisory Board must also possess expertise in the 

fields of accounting or auditing, in accordance with the provisions of the German Stock Corporation Act 

(a so-called "financial expert" in the meaning of Section 100 (5) of the German Stock Corporation Act 

[AktG]). Hence, this is a mandatory diversity criterion. 

 

According to the Articles of Association, the company's Supervisory Board consists of six members, all 

of whom are elected by the shareholders. Currently, the supervisory Board consists of five members. 

 

The Supervisory Board defined the following aims regarding its composition ("diversity goals") in 

December 2016: 

• Consideration of the expected future increase in the international activities of the company and 

its subsidiaries, especially in the US market  

• Availability and willingness/acceptable maximum number of Supervisory Board members 

• Consideration of professional/technical expertise and industry knowledge, especially with 

regard to the areas of research and development, manufacturing of medical cosmetics and new 

drugs for the care and treatment of skin and inflammatory diseases 

• Consideration of the specialist / technical expertise and sector knowledge, including in relation 

to the selling and marketing of medical cosmetics and new medications to care for and treat 

skin and inflammatory diseases, especially in the US and EU markets 

• Consideration of special expertise and experience in the financing of companies in the 

pharmaceuticals sector 

• Consideration of specialist knowledge and experience in the use of accounting principles and 

internal control procedures (a so-called "financial expert" in the meaning of Section 100 (5) of 

the German Stock Corporation Act [AktG]) 

• Independence of at least half of the members of the Supervisory Board in the meaning of the 

German Corporate Governance Code / avoidance of conflicts of interest 



 

 

• Consideration of the age limit defined in the rules of business procedure for the Supervisory 

Board 

• Inclusion of two women on the Supervisory Board by 31 August 2021 

 

The competency profile thereby comprises knowledge of the sector and markets, an understanding of 

the business model and fundamental knowledge of the (legal) framework conditions, fundamental 

knowledge in the area of compliance, finance and financial accounting, as well as, naturally, the 

capability to understand and critically query Management Board reports and submissions, and to draw 

their own conclusions, including the capability to assess the proper nature, economic efficiency, 

expediency and legality of the business decisions to be evaluated, and to check them for plausibility. 

Each Supervisory Board member must also satisfy certain personal minimum requirements 

indispensable for efficient Supervisory Board work, such as having the requisite available time, integrity, 

confidentiality, aptitude for discussion and debate, and a capacity for interaction and teamwork. 

In the Supervisory Board's opinion, the current level of progress in achieving these aims is to be 

appraised favourably overall with regard to the five members currently on the Supervisory Board, apart 

from the appropriate participation by women. 

 Dr. Ulrich Granzer, Supervisory Board Chairman, is a founder and owner of Granzer Regulatory 

Consulting & Services, and has been a Supervisory Board member since 2003. He was previously 

head of regulatory affairs at GlaxoSmithKline, BASF Pharma and Bayer Pharma and is a proven 

expert in the pharmaceuticals approvals area. He studied pharmaceuticals at Phillips University 

Marburg before receiving his doctorate from Tübingen University. 

 Mr. Jürgen Baumann, Deputy Supervisory Board Chairman, is an independent management 

consultant. He has been a member of the Supervisory Board since 2007 and was Supervisory Board 

Chairman from 2007 to 2016. He has held various management positions, including on the 

Management Board of Schwarz Pharma AG, where he was responsible for sales and marketing in 

Europe. Mr. Baumann studied economic sciences at Wuppertal University. He has expertise in the 

fields of accounting or auditing. 

 Dr. John Borer is Senior Managing Director and Head of Investment Banking at The Benchmark 

Company, LLC. He was previously CEO and Head of Investment Banking at Rodman & Renshaw 

and held management positions at Pacific Business Credit as well as Barclays American Business 

Credit. His law doctorate was awarded by the Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. John Borer also 

has expertise in accounting and auditing. He has been a member of the Supervisory Board since 

2016. 

 Mr. Reinhard Eyring has been a partner in the corporate area of the Ashurst international legal 

practice in Frankfurt and Head of Ashurst Germany since 2000. He has extensive experience in all 

areas of corporate and banking law, especially stock corporation and capital market law. Reinhard 

Eyring also advises listed and unlisted companies in all regulatory matters relating to stock 

corporation law. He has extensive expertise in IPOs and public takeovers and is a member of 

various supervisory boards. He has been a member of the Supervisory Board since 2018. 

 Mr. Kevin Weber is Principal at Skysis, LLC. He was previously CEO at Paraffin International Inc., 

and has extensive experience in marketing as well as worldwide marketing strategies. He previously 

held senior roles at Depomed, Hyperion Therapeutics and Medicis Pharmaceuticals. Kevin Weber 

is also a member of the Boards of Directors of the American Academy of Pain Medicine Foundation 

and of the American Chronic Pain Association. He holds a degree in management and marketing 

from Western Michigan University. He has been a member of the Supervisory Board since 2016. 

 Hansjörg Plaggemars was the sixth member of the Supervisory Board until March 2019. Mr. 



 

 

Hansjörg Plaggemars is an independent management consultant as well as a Management Board 

member of various companies. Until the end of May 2017, he was a member of the Management 

Board of Deutsche Balaton AG and previously managing director and CFO at CoCreate Software 

GmbH, KAMPA AG, Unister Holdings and Müller Holdings. Mr. Plaggemars is also a member of the 

supervisory boards of Ming Le Sports AG, Deutsche Balaton Immobilien I AG, Carus AG and 

Youbisheng Green Paper AG. He studied business management at Bamberg University.  

In March 2019, the Cologne Local Court dismissed Mr. Plaggemars for good cause at the request 

of the Supervisory Board as a member of the Supervisory Board of Biofrontera AG pursuant to 

Section 103 (3) AktG. The dismissal resolution was effective immediately. However, an appeal can 

be lodged within one month, which has been done. In the event of a successful appeal, Mr. 

Plaggemars would regain his position as a member of the Supervisory Board. With regard to the 

details concerning the dismissal of Mr. Plaggemars and the handling of conflicts of interest, 

reference is made to the statements in the Supervisory Board report for the 2018 financial year. To 

the extent that this is necessary, legally permissible and practically possible, the Supervisory Board 

will submit an election proposal for a successor to Mr. Plaggemars to the forthcoming Annual 

General Meeting. On the basis of the current competence profile of the Supervisory Board and the 

existing competences in the Supervisory Board, this would probably be a candidate with special 

expertise in the areas of business administration, accounting and finance. 

 

As a consequence, all the relevant areas of expertise are represented on the Supervisory Board, 

particularly with regard to sector-specific requirements and other specialist areas (financial expert). 

Extensive experience in international business life is also present, as well as members from other 

countries. The aim is to strengthen the areas of business administration, accounting and finance through 

the appointment of a sixth member. 

All members of the Supervisory Board have sufficient time to perform their duties.  

In its own opinion, the Supervisory Board has a reasonable number of independent members, as the 

Supervisory Board currently considers all its members to be independent. In the context of the 

assessment of independence, it is also from time to time required that an indicator be taken into account 

of how long a member is a member of the Supervisory Board. However, this cannot necessarily be 

interpreted as a lack of independence either. Conversely, the Government Commission's draft of an 

amended German Corporate Governance Code of 25 October 2018 no longer provides for the 

recommendation of a cap for membership on the Supervisory Board, although Biofrontera AG has 

already declared a deviation from the corresponding still valid recommendation. The Supervisory Board 

is of the opinion that even a longer term of office does not imply a lack of independence. This also 

applies as Dr. Granzer and Mr. Baumann have been members of the Supervisory Board for more than 

ten years. Dr. Granzer and Mr. Baumann have always selflessly put their professional competence at 

the service of the company and thus contributed significantly to the successful development of 

Biofrontera AG. Furthermore, to date there has been no indication that they have not exercised their 

office with the necessary objectivity, professionalism and vigilance. 

Targets for the composition of the Management Board 

Pursuant to section 5.1.2 of the Code, the Supervisory Board is required to pay attention to diversity in 

the composition of the Management Board, too. Pursuant to Section 76 of the German Stock 

Corporation Act (AktG), the Management Board is required to manage the company at its own 

responsibility. For this reason, the objective in the composition of the Management Board must be – 

while preserving the efficiency of its membership – to entrust individuals with the management of the 

company who meet the related requisite specialist and personal preconditions in the context of their 

collaboration with their colleagues. It should also be taken into account in this context that Biofrontera 

AG, as a holding company, is tasked with managing its subsidiaries, and does not pursue any operating 



 

 

activities itself. At the level of the Management Board, too, the best business and sector knowledge, as 

well as scientific technical understanding, including knowledge of regulatory framework conditions for 

the development, approval and marketing of medications are indispensable in this context. To this is 

added a high degree of international experience given the Biofrontera Group's business orientation.   

The Supervisory Board is convinced that the current composition of the Management Board excellently 

reflects the specialist and personal requirements: 

 

 Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Hermann Lübbert is the Chairman of the Management Board (CEO) of Biofrontera. 

He studied biology in his native city of Cologne, where he also received his doctorate in 1984. After 

eight years pursuing academic research at Cologne University and the California Institute of 

Technology (USA), he acquired management ten years' management experience within a globally 

operating research organisation at Sandoz and Novartis Pharma AG. Professor Lübbert founded 

Biofrontera AG in 1997, and has managed the company since then. He gained his postdoctoral 

qualification at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich (ETH), before holding the Chair 

for Animal Physiology at Ruhr University Bochum. 

 Mr. Thomas Schaffer started his career with various positions in the finance and controlling area at 

Siemens Semiconductor. He was Vice President and CFO in the Security & Chipcard ICs area at 

Siemens. He was then Managing Director and CFO at Infineon Ventures GmbH for a four-year 

period and continued his career as Vice President and CFO of the Specialty DRAM Division of 

Qimonda AG, where he also assumed the Managing Director role at Qimonda Solar GmbH. He 

added to his significant international experience with appointments as CFO at Heptagon Oy, 

Finland/Switzerland, and Ubidyne Inc., Delaware, USA. Mr. Schaffer's broad expertise comprises 

all areas of finance and financial accounting. He has played a key role in the strategic further 

development of the companies for which he has been active. Mr. Schaffer has been CFO of 

Biofrontera AG since June 2013. 

 Mr. Christoph Dünwald started his career at Bayer AG, where he held various positions in marketing 

(USA and Spain) and strategic business management in Germany and Southeast Asia over a 15-

year period. In his last position at Bayer, he managed the Bayer Healthcare Diagnostics Division in 

Belgium and Luxembourg as General Manager. After two years as International Sales and 

Marketing Director in Spain and England for Corporación Dermoestética SA, he moved to become 

Senior Commercial Director at US pharmaceuticals group Allergan in 2008. From 2009 until 2015, 

he managed its Medical Business Unit in Spain and Portugal. Mr. Dünwald has a track record of 

significant sales and earnings growth at all of the positions he has held to date.  Mr. Dünwald has 

been responsible for marketing and sales as a member of the Executive Board of Biofrontera AG 

since 2016. 

 

Equal participation by men and women 

Proportion of women at the two management levels below Management Board level 

Pursuant to Section 76 (4) of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG), the management boards of 

companies that are listed or subject to co-determination legislation are required to set targets for the 

proportion of women at the two levels of management below management board level. Biofrontera AG 

does not currently have two management levels below Management Board level in the meaning of the 

provisions of Section 76 (4) AktG, but only one level. Due to the lack of two management levels below 

the Management Board, targets for participation by women pursuant to Section 76 (4) AktG were set in 

December 2016 only in relation to the one management level existing below the Management Board 

level. In December 2016, four people undertook the management tasks below Management Board level. 

The proportion of women at this first and only management level was 50 % in December 2016. The 



 

 

target for the proportion of women at the existing management level below Management Board level 

was set at 30 %. A decision was taken to refrain from setting a 50 % target, as the appointment of just 

one additional man at the existing first management level below the Management Board would already 

lead to a significant shortfall in relation to the target. The deadline for achieving this target was set at 30 

June 2022. The target was met as of the date when this report was made. 

 

Proportion of women on the Management Board 

Pursuant to Section 111 (5) of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG), supervisory boards of 

companies that are listed or subject to co-determination legislation are responsible for setting targets for 

the proportion of women on the management board. The target for the proportion of women on the 

Management Board was set at 0 %. The deadline for achieving this target was set at 31 October 2020.  

The reason for this was that the Management Board currently has three appointed members. The 

Management Board does not include any women in this context. The contracts of the Management 

Board members are valid until at least 31 October 2020. To reach a higher target by 31 October 2020 

would require board members to leave prematurely and at least one woman to be appointed to replace 

them, or that the Board be expanded and the additional position(s) be occupied by women. No plans 

currently exist to pursue either of these courses of action.  

A target of 0.00 % should be permitted on an exceptional basis if a management board or the 

management team consists only of men whose employment contracts extend beyond the deadline for 

achieving the target – as in this case. As a consequence, the Supervisory Board of Biofrontera AG 

exercises this recognised exception. 

 

Proportion of women on the Supervisory Board 

In December 2016, the Supervisory Board set a target for the proportion of women on the Supervisory 

Board at one third, in other words, two of a current total of six seats. The deadline for achieving this 

target was set at 31 August 2021. The current term of office ends on 31 August 2021 at the latest. Even 

if there should be by-elections for prematurely retired members before the regular new election, which 

would take place in 2021, the Supervisory Board will take this aspect into account in an appropriate 

manner. In addition, please refer to the comments above under the section on "Targets for the 

composition of the Supervisory Board". 

 

 

Financ ia l repor t ing  

Biofrontera's consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS). Financial reports, half-yearly reports and interim reports are published 

within the statutory periods. 

 

The company's share opt ion programmes and s imilar  secur i t ies -based incent ive 

schemes 

For more information please refer to the remarks in the separate annual financial statements, 

consolidated financial statements and in the combined management report.  



 

 

 

Transparency 

Our shareholders are informed about any significant events at the company and the Group in the annual 

report, current press releases and ad hoc reports. All notifications received by the company stating that 

shareholders have exceeded or fallen below the voting right thresholds of 3, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 75 % are 

published promptly. 

 

 

 


